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Let K be a real abelian number field satisfying certain conditions and Kn the n th
layer of the cyclotomic Zp-extension of K. We study the relation between the
p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group and that of the unit group module the
cyclotomic unit group of Kn . We give certain sufficient conditions which assure that
the above two groups are isomorphic as Galois modules for sufficiently large n. We
shall also show that they have the same p-rank for sufficiently large n.  1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let p be an odd prime number, which will be fixed throughout the
present paper. For any real abelian number field K, let K denote the
cyclotomic Zp-extension of K and Kn its n th layer over K. Let An , En , and
Cn be the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group, the group of units,
and the group of cyclotomic units in the sense of Sinnott, respectively, of
Kn [12]. Denote by Bn the p-Sylow subgroup of the quotient group EnCn .
An and Bn are expected to be related. We would like to study the following
problem:
Is An isomorphic with Bn as Galois modules for sufficiently large n?
In the previous paper, we proved the following [10, Theorems 2, 3,
and 4]:
Theorem. Suppose that K satisfies one of the following conditions:
(i) The conductor of K is the prime p,
(ii) p is inert in KQ and p |3 [K : Q].
Then if the Iwasawa *-invariant of KK ([6]) vanishes, An is isomorphic
with Bn as Galois modules for sufficiently large n.
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In this paper, using the results obtained in part I [10], we shall investigate
further relations between An and Bn for real abelian number fields satisfying
one of the conditions (i) and (ii) in the above theorem. In Section 2, we
shall give a certain exact sequence which plays a central role throughout
this paper. In Section 3, we shall give two sufficient conditions which assure
that An and Bn are isomorphic as Galois modules for sufficiently large n.
In Section 4, we shall study the Zp-module structure of An and Bn and
prove that their p-ranks are equal for all sufficiently large n.
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL EXACT SEQUENCES
We use the same notation as in the introduction. Let 1=Gal(KK),
1n=Gal(KKn), 1m, n=Gal(Km Kn) for mn0 and let # be a fixed
topological generator of 1. Put 4=Zp[[1]]. We write Nm, n for the norm
map from Am to An , or from Bm to Bn for mn0. Let A= An and
B= Bn , where the projective limits are taken with respect to the norm
maps. Then it is known that A and B are both finitely generated torsion
4-modules and they are finitely generated over Zp by the Ferrero
Washington theorem [1]. We denote by Ator the submodule of all
Zp-torsion elements in A. We note that Ator is finite.
In this section, we prove the existence of a certain exact sequence
involving B, Bn , and Ator .
We introduce a few more notations. We put M1n=M(#
pn&1) M for a
4-module M and n0. Put
&n, m=
# p m&1
# p n&1
# 4 for mn0
and let jn, m denote the including map from An to Am for mn0. Let
A= An , where the inductive limit is taken with respect to the maps
jn, m . We write jn for the natural map from An to A . For a finite group
G and a G-module M, we denote by H i (G, M) the i th Tate cohomology
group.
The following theorem plays a central role in this paper.
Theorem 1. Let K be a real abelian number field which satisfies one of
the following conditions:
(i) The conductor of K is the prime p,
(ii) p is inert in KQ and p |3 [K : Q].
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Then we have the following exact sequences of Galois modules for n0:
0  (Ator)1n  An  (AAtor)1n  0,
0  B1n  Bn  A
1n
tor  0.
Proof. From the assumption of the theorem, we see that there is only
one prime above p in Kn for all n0. So the characteristic ideal of the
4-module A is prime to # pn&1. Hence we see that (AAtor)1n=0. From
the exact sequence
0  Ator  A  AAtor  0,
we obtain the exact sequence
0=(AAtor)1n  (Ator)1n  A1n &An  (AAtor)1n  0.
Thus we have the first exact sequence in the statement of the theorem.
Let lmn0. We note that B1m, nm =Bn for all mn0 by
Proposition 1 in [10]. Then we have the exact commutative diagram
0  H &1(1l, n , Bl )  (Bl )1n ww
Nl, n Bn  H 0(1l, n , Bl )  0
N l, m
0  H &1(1m, n , Bm)  (Bm)1n ww
Nm, n Bn  H 0(1m, n , Bm)  0.
By taking the projective limits with respect to the vertical maps, we get the
exact sequence
0  
ln
H &1(1l, n , Bl)  B1n  Bn  
ln
H 0(1l, n , Bl)  0. (1)
From Theorem 1 in [10] and its proof, we obtain the commutative
diagram
H &1(1l, n , Bl ) wwt Ker( jn, l : An  Al )
Nl, m pl&m
H &1(1m, n , Bm) wwt Ker( jn, m : An  Am).
Therefore we have

ln
H &1(1l, n , Bl)=0. (2)
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Now we observe the exact commutative diagram
0 ww ((Ator)1 l )
1n ww A1 nl ww ((AAtor)1 l )
1 n
& n, l j n, l & n, l (3)
0 ww (Ator)1 n ww An ww (AAtor)1n ww 0.
If we take ln sufficiently large, then we find that (Ator)1l=Ator and
&n, lAtor=0. Since AAtor is Zp-torsion-free and its characteristic ideal is
prime to &n, l , we see that the right-hand side vertical map in diagram (3)
is an isomorphism. So by the Snake Lemma, we see that
A1ntor &Coker( jn, l : An  A
1l, n
l ) (4)
for sufficiently large ln. By (4) and Theorem 1 in [10], we obtain
A1ntor &H
0(1l, n , Bl)& 
hn
H 0(1h, n , Bh).
From (1), (2) and this, we have the second exact sequence in the statement
of Theorem 1. K
Remark 1. (i) From the above proof, we find that
Ker( jn : An  A)& (Ator)1n
for all n0. (cf. [3])
(ii) If the Iwasawa *-invariant of K K vanishes, then we see that
B=0 (see Section 3). So we see that
An & (Ator)1n , Bn & (Ator)
1n
as Galois modules for all n0. Hence An and Bn are isomorphic as Galois
modules for sufficiently large n.
3. THE GALOIS MODULE STRUCTURE OF An AND Bn
In this section, we study the Galois module structure of An and Bn by
using the fundamental exact sequences in Theorem 1. We shall give certain
sufficient conditions which assure that An and Bn are isomorphic as Galois
modules for sufficiently large n.
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In what follows, we assume that p |3 [K : Q]. We put 2=Gal(KQ) and
2 =Hom(2, Q _p ). Let / # 2 . For a Zp[2]-module M, we write M
/ for the
/-part of M:
M/=e/ M, e/=
1
>(2)
:
_ # 2
Tr(/(_)) _&1 # Zp[2].
Then M= M/ where / runs over all representatives of the Gal(Q pQp)-
orbits of 2 . Let R/=Zp[2]/ &Zp[/(2)] and 4/=R/[[1]]. For a finitely
generated torsion 4/-module M, we denote the characteristic ideal of a
4/ -module M by char4/(M).
From the Iwasawa main conjecture (the MazurWiles theorem), we have
char4/(A
/)=char4/(B
/)=: h/4/
for all / # 2 [5, 9].
Lemma 1. Let K be a real abelian number field as in Theorem 1. Then B
is a free Zp-module of finite rank.
Proof. From the Iwasawa main conjecture (the MazurWiles theorem)
and the FerreroWashington theorem, we find that B is finitely generated
over Zp . The natural homomorphism Bn  Bm is injective for mn [10].
So the same argument in the proof of Proposition 13.28 in [13] shows that
B has no non-trivial finite 4-submodules. Since B is finitely generated over
Zp , the submodule of all Zp-torsion elements of B is a finite 4-submodule,
and therefore trivial. Hence B is a free Zp-module of finite rank. K
Lemma 2. Let / # 2 and let M be a torsion cyclic 4/-module without
non-trivial finite 4/-submodules. Then
M&4/char4/(M).
Proof. By the assumption of the lemma, there exists an embedding
@ : M  
s
i=1

t i
j=1
4/f eiji 4/
with a finite cokernel where fi # 4/ is a prime element of 4/ and fi4/ {fj4/
if i{j. Let m # M be a generator of M over 4/ and @(m)=(gij mod f eiji 4/).
Since Coker(@) is finite, we see that gij is prime to fi for all i and j. Then
Ann4/(m)=(> f
ni
i ) 4/ , where ni=max1 jti [eij]. So M&4/Ann4/(m)
=4/ (> f nii ) 4/ . Therefore it follows that char4/(M)=(> f
ni
i ) 4/ and
M&4/char4/(M). K
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Proposition 1. Let K be a real abelian number field as in Theorem 1
and / # 2 . We assume that A/0Ker( j0 : A
/
0  A
/
) is cyclic over R
/. Then we
have the following exact sequences for n0:
0  (A/tor)1n  A
/
n  (4/h/4/)1n  0.
0  (4/h/4/)1n  B
/
n  (A
/
tor)
1n  0.
Proof. We first note that (E0 Zp)/ is isomorphic to R/ if / # 2 is
non-trivial and is trivial otherwise by [13, Lemma 5.27]. Hence B/0 is cyclic
over R/. From the assumption of the proposition, Theorem 1, Remark 1(i),
and Nakayama’s lemma, we see that (AAtor)/ and B/ are cyclic over 4/ .
So we have
(AAtor)/&B/&4/ h/4/
By Lemmas 1 and 2. Hence the proposition follows from Theorem 1. K
In what follows, we identify 4/ with the ring R/[[T]] of formal power
series by sending # to 1+T. And let } # 1+ pZp be the number which
is determined by ‘#~ =‘} for all p-power roots of unity ‘, where #~ #
Gal(K(+p)K(+p)) is the automorphism such that #~ |K=#. Iwasawa
proved in [7] that there exists f/ # 4/ for a non-trivial / # 2 such that
Lp(s, /)= f/(}s&1)
for all s # Zp where Lp(s, /) is the KubotaLeopoldt p-adic L-function
[13].
Theorem 2. Let K be a real abelian number field as in Theorem 1 and
let / # 2 be a non-trivial character. We assume that K satisfies one of the
following conditions:
(i) >(A/0)= p,
(ii) A/0 Ker( j0 : A
/
0  A
/
) is a cyclic R
/-module and f/ # 4/ is an
irreducible element.
Then
A/n &B
/
n
as Galois modules for sufficiently large n.
Proof. First we assume that K satisfies condition (i). From the first
exact sequence in Theorem 1 and Nakayama’s lemma, either A/tor=0 or
A/=A/tor . Thus in each case, we see that A
/
n &B
/
n as Galois modules for
sufficiently large n by Proposition 1.
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Now we assume that K satisfies condition (ii). Let LK (MK)
be the maximal unramified (resp. unramified outside p) pro-p abelian
extension. From the Iwasawa main conjecture (the MazurWiles theorem),
char4 /(Gal(MK)
/)= f/(}(1+T )&1&1) 4/ .
From the exact sequence
0  Gal(M L)/  Gal(MK)/  Gal(LK)/  0,
we obtain
char4 /(Gal(MK)
/)=char4/(Gal(ML)
/) char4/(Gal(LK)
/).
Since f/ # 4/ is an irreducible element and Gal(M K)/ has no non-
trivial finite 4/-submodules [4], either Gal(MK)/=Gal(L K)/ or
Gal(L K)/ is finite.
If Gal(M K)/=Gal(LK)/, then A/tor=0. Hence from
Proposition 1, we see that
A/n &B
/
n & (4/h/4/)1n
for all n0.
If Gal(L K)/ is finite, then h/ # 4/ is a unit. Hence from
Proposition 1 we have
A/n &B
/
n &A
/
tor
for sufficiently large n0. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. K
Remark 2. For the trivial character /0 # 2 , A/0n &B
/0
n =0 for all n0.
Example. Let p=3, and let K be a real quadratic field Q(- m) in
which p is inert. There are exactly 213 such quadratic fields in the range
1m10000 whose A0 is non-trivial. We note that, if A0 is trivial, then
An and Bn are both trivial for all n0 [13]. A total of 207 fields among
the fields above have the group of order three as A0 . By Theorem 2, we
have An &Bn as Galois modules for sufficiently large n for 207 such fields.
The remaining six fields, Q(- 3137), Q(- 3719), Q(- 4409), Q(- 6809),
Q(- 7226), Q(- 9998), have the group of order nine as A0 . It is known
that these six fields have trivial Iwasawa *-invariant [2]. So by Theorem 2
in [10], we have An &Bn as Galois modules for sufficiently large n for the
six fields. Thus we conclude that if K=Q(- m), 1m10000, is a real
quadratic field in which p=3 is inert, then An &Bn as Galois modules for
sufficiently large n.
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4. THE Zp-MODULE STRUCTURE OF An AND Bn
In this section, we investigate the Zp-module structure of An and Bn . We
let B= Bn , where the inductive limit is taken with respect to the
natural injections. For a Zp-module M, we let M =HomZp(M, QpZp) and
denote by p-rank M the rank of MpM as a ZppZp-module.
Theorem 3. Let K be a real abelian number field as in Theorem 1 and
/ # 2 . Then
A/&B/@
as Zp-modules.
Proof. Let mn. By taking the Pontrjagin dual of the second exact
sequence in Theorem 1, we get the exact commutative diagram
0 ww ((A/tor)
1m@ ) ww B/m@ ww B/1m@ ww 0
:m, n (5)
0 ww ((A/tor)
1n@ ) ww B/n@ ww B/1n@ ww 0,
where the homomorphisms :m, n , ;m, n are the dual homomorphisms of
natural injections B/n  B
/
m , (A
/
tor)
1n  (A/tor)
1m, respectively, and &n, m@ is
the dual homomorphism of &n, m : B/1n  B
/
1m . Taking the projective limit
with respect to the vertical maps, we have the exact sequence
0  A/tor@  B/@  a4/(B
/)  0, (6)
where a4/(B
/) is the adjoint 4/-module of B/ [11, I.2]. From the
properties of an adjoint module, a4/(B
/) is pseudo-isomorphic to B/ and
has no non-trivial finite 4/-submodules. So we have
a4/(B
/)&Z  r/p
as Zp -modules where r/ is the Zp-rank of B/. Hence it follows from (6)
that
B/@ &A/tor Z
 r/
p (7)
as Zp-modules. On the other hand, since the Zp -rank of A/ is equal to that
of B/ by the Iwasawa main conjecture, we see that
A/&A/tor Z
 r/
p
as Zp-modules. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. K
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Theorem 4. Let K be a real abelian number field as in Theorem 1 and
/ # 2 . Then
p-rank A/n= p-rank B
/
n
for sufficiently large n0.
Proof. From [3, The ore me (ii)] and Remark 1(i), the first exact sequence
in Theorem 1 splits as an exact sequence of Zp -modules for sufficiently
large n. So we see that
p-rank A/n= p-rank A
/
tor+r/
for sufficiently large n, where r/ is the common Zp -rank of A/ and B/ as
in the proof of Theorem 3. On the other hand, since the homomorphism
;m, n in diagram (5) is surjective for all mn0, the isomorphism (7) and
the argument in [3, p. 215] show that the exact sequence of Zp-modules
0  (A/tor)
1n@  B/n@ B/1n@  0
splits and p-rank B/1n@=r/ for sufficiently large n. Hence we have
p-rank B/n= p-rank B
/
n@= p-rank A/tor+r/
for sufficiently large n. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. K
Remark 3. From the above proofs and Proposition 1, we find that, if
A/0 Ker( j0 : A
/
0  A
/
) is cyclic over R
/, then
A/n &B
/
n
as Zp-modules for sufficiently large n.
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